
Wireless Motiongard PIR System

Quick Start Guide

System Contents

Monitor RG44 Wireless Motiongard PIR

Sensor RG2 Wireless Companion Monitor
RG5 Wireless Jack
RG41 Wireless Jill 
RG43 Wall Mount Display

Applies to product codes:
R16-0004 | R16-0004I | R16-0005 | R16-0006

Sensor Placement

APPLICATION NEXT TO THE BED: Wall mount the sensor vertically next to the 
headboard angled downward down the side of the bed to monitor when a patient 
leaves the side of the bed. 

APPLICATION ABOVE PATIENT HEAD: Wall mount the sensor horizontally above 
the headboard, angled slightly downward towards the footboard, to monitor 
when a patient sits up in bed. 

APPLICATION ON THE SIDE CABINET: Place the sensor on a bedside table, verti-
cally oriented to monitor when a patient leaves the bed.

APPLICATION ON THE FLOOR: Place the sensor on the floor, horizontally config-
ured to detect someone stepping out of the bed onto the floor. 

Receiver/Monitor Placement
The receiver item should be placed out of the field of view of the sensor, to be 
able to reset alarms without re-triggering the sensor.

General Operation
The motion sensor will pick up movement of people in front of it and trigger an 
alarm, which can be reset.
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1. 
Follow the steps below to set up your equipment:

Pull out the battery tab to power up the wireless motion 
sensor or insert 2 AA batteries into the battery com-
partment. To do this, unscrew the bottom of the unit, 
then unclip and remove the cover. 

2. Fix receiver in the desired location using the supplied 
hardware.
Pager - lanyard or wall mount bracket
Companion - hanging strap or wall mount bracket
Display Panel - wall mount bracket or desk mounted
Jack Fly - wall mount bracket
Jack - no hardware needed

3. Ensure that the sensor pad is placed in your desired      
location and powered on.

4. 

5. 

To test, activate the sensor by walking within its field 
of vision to confirm that it is alarming and resetting              
correctly. 

For resetting...
with Wireless Companion monitor - press reset on 
the monitor and alarm will clear.
with Wireless Jack - once it is alarming, triggering your 
nurse-call, reset at your nurse-call point.
with Wireless Jill - press and hold the cancel button.
with Wireless Display Panel - press and hold reset      
button on front of device.

Ramblegard Technical Support Helpline:
028 9448 3979

When you are satisfied with the points above please complete the 
daily checks sheet provided before putting the system into use.


